
STD Exchange token
Details on the payout schedule for participants in the three rounds of 

STD sales, the benefits that token holders receive, and future plans for 

scaling. 



What is an STD?
STD is the utility token of the centralized cryptocurrency exchange 

S-Trade that is leveraged throughout the cryptocurrency 

ecosystem. The STD token can be used as an investment asset as 

well as a tool for benefits and bonuses in the ecosystem. 



Opportunities
that STD token 
holders get

 Loyalty program within the 
S-Trade ecosystem

STD token holders receive discounts on exchange trading 

fees, as well as the opportunity to participate in customized 

platform offers.


 Receiving rewards in S-Crypto 
Liquidity Mining

STD token holders get the opportunity to join the investment 

area of S-Crypto Liquidity Mining by becoming a liquidity 

provider of the SWP/STD currency pair. Each user receives a 

reward in STD for providing liquidity.




STD token 
sale rounds

Ticket Private Sale STD

Platform: S-Group

Token value:  0.3 SWCT

Round Pool: 40 000 000 STD

Private Sale STD

Platform: S-Pad в S-Wallet

Token value: 0.4 SWCT

Round Pool: 20 000 000 STD

Public Sale STD

Platform: S-Pad в S-Wallet

Token value: 0.5 SWCT

Round Pool: 10 000 000 STD



STD token vesting period details
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1  The first 10% of the amount of STD purchase within the Ticket Private Sale round will go to the balance of S-Group personal account.

2  Participants of the Private and Public Sale, which were held on the S-Pad platform, will receive the first 10% of payments to the address of S-

Wallet cryptocurrency wallet.

3  Then weekly accruals of 2% of the amount of tokens purchased will be activated for 45 weeks.

STD tokens distribution



STD token listing

CeX S-Trade
STD/USDT

DeX PancakeSwap
STD/USDT



Get the most out of the S-Trade ecosystem and S-
Crypto Liquidity Mining destination with an STD token.


